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Why Enter Club Competitions?
• Taking part will improve your photography.

• Your images can help the club compete in inter-club 

competitions.

– Your best images can also become part of club exhibitions.

• The feedback is useful.

– Feedback from the judges. Feedback from everyone else.

• The images and subjects give you inspiration.

– Come along to the “recorded lecture” sessions as well.

• If you get a lot of criticism, don’t lose heart.

– It happens to all of us.

– Even the negative feedback will help you improve.

– Judges have different opinions.

– Listen to all feedback. The tea break discussion is also useful.

– Enter lots of competitions so lots of judges see your work.



Competition Categories

Digital Projected Images

• Digital images are recorded by 

your camera, processed and 

saved as JPEG files.

• The files are sent to the 

competition secretary before the 

closing date.

• The competition secretary sends 

those files to a judge.

• On competition night, the images 

are shown with the club projector 

and marks are awarded by the 

judge.

• Up to 3 images may be entered, 

and the marks are added 

together.

Print Competitions

• Images recorded by your camera 

are saved, processed and then 

printed.

• The prints are mounted onto 

backing board and given to the 

competition secretary at a club 

meeting (+ 3 JPEGs).

• The prints are packaged in a 

folder and sent to a judge.

• On competition night, the prints 

are shown and marks are 

awarded by the judge.

• Up to 3 prints may be entered, 

and the marks are added 

together.



MCC Competition Calendar 17/18

• Core Club Competitions

– Digital Projected Images

�Projected Image Shield

�17 Sep 17 � 12 Oct 17

– Colour Print

�Colour Print Shield

�19 Oct 17 � 23 Nov 17

– Black and White

�Monochrome Print Cup

�25 Jan 16 � 08 Feb 18

– Human Portrait

�Portraiture Cup

�22 Feb 18 � 15 Mar 18

• Set Subject Competitions

– Circles and Squares

�05 Oct 17 � 26 Oct 17

– Movement

�08 Feb 18 � 1 Mar 18

– Woodland

�15 Mar 18 � 29 Mar 18

� Colin McKay Memorial Quaich

• Informal Competitions

– Burns Night Special

�25 Jan 18

– The Colour Blue

�12 Apr 18



Interclub 

Competitions
4-Way Interclub (1)

Hosted by Galashiels, with Beeslack

and Midlothian

� 01 Nov 17

4-Way Interclub (2)
Hosted by Edinburgh, with 

Edinburgh, Stirling and Kirkcaldy

� 04 Dec 17

12-Way Interclub
Lady Victoria Mining Museum

� Jan/Feb 18 (TBC)

Swedish Interclub
With Mölnlycke Fotoklubb, 

Gothenburg

� 22 Feb 18

Projected Images

12 Oct 2017

Colour Print

23 Nov 2017

Black and White Print

08 Feb 2018

Human Portrait

15 Mar 2018

Circles and Squares

26 Oct 2017

Movement

01 Mar 2018

Woodland

29 Mar 2018

?



Competition Rules (part 1)
• All images must be entirely the member’s own 

original work.
– Images which are someone else’s work will be disqualified.

– Be careful when photographing someone else’s artwork or using 

images to make a composite.

– Images relying on someone else’s artwork may lose marks.



Competition Rules (part 2)
• No image may be used that is too similar to one used 

in an earlier competition by the same author.
– Entering the same image more than once is not allowed.

– Keep track of your competition entries.

– Be careful of images taken from the same photo shoot.

– Applies to images entered for the same kind of competition:

inter-club competitions are separate.



DIGITAL PROJECTED IMAGE (DPI) 

COMPETITIONS



DPI vs Print Requirements

Digital Projected Images

• Up to 3 images

• Must be sized with longest side 

no larger than 1600 pixels and 

smallest side no larger than 1200

pixels    (e.g. 1600 x 1200, 

1200 x 1600 ,  1200 x 1200).

• RGB colour mode.

• Must be saved in JPEG format.

• File name identifies title and 

member number.

– For example:

56_My_Image_Title.jpg

• Submitted on a memory stick, CD 

or emailed to the competition 

secretary.

Print Competitions

• Up to 3 prints

• Must be accompanied by digital 

versions (see left).

• Mounted on mount board

– Minimum size: 40cm x 30cm

– Maximum size: 50 cm x 40cm

• Write member number and title 

ONLY on the back.

– Some judges want the member 

number covered up – write small.

• Mounted prints must not damage 

other member’s work.

– No sellotape or masking tape.

– Make sure there is no excess glue 

around the edge of the print.



1600 px

1200 px

1600 x
1200

DPI - Landscape

1600 x
800

1200 x 1200



1200 px

1600 px

1200 x 1600DPI -
Portrait

1200 x 1200



1920px

1080 px

Club projector

1600 x 1200 � 1440 x 1080

(shrunk to 90%)

1200 x 1600 � 808 x 1080

(shrunk to 67%)



1600 px

1200 px

SPF projector

1200 x 1600 � 900 x 1200

(shrunk to 75%)



How to resize and save your images



An Example Image 



First adjust and crop the image.
(Save this image for printing.)



Make sure it has the right

colour settings and bit depth.

If you are a beginner, don’t 

worry about colour settings. The 

default settings are for DPI.

This step matters if you have 

defined a special colour profile 

for your printer.

Edit / Color Settings...



Make sure it has the right

colour settings and bit depth.

Make sure 

it says 

“sRGB”



Make sure it has the right

colour settings and bit depth.

Make sure this is set to 8-bits.

This matters if you are starting 

with RAW images. If you are a 

beginner, 8-bits will be the 

default setting.

Image / Mode



Reduce the image to the correct 

size

Image / Image Size...



Reduce the image to the correct 

size

Image / Image Size...

Change the LARGEST value to 

1600 and make sure the units 

are set to “pixels”.

Make sure the 

“constrain 

proportions” box 

is ticked.



Reduce the image to the correct 

size

Image / Image Size...

Change the LARGEST value to 

1600 and make sure the units 

are set to “pixels”.

Make sure the 

“constrain 

proportions” box 

is ticked.



Reduce the image to the correct 

size

Select hand tool and “fit screen” 

to zoom in.



Defining a border.

Option 1 – The “stroke” tool.

Select / All



Defining a border.

Option 1 – The “stroke” tool.

Edit / Stroke...



Defining a border.

Option 1 – The “stroke” tool.

Set to 2-5 pixels, select “inside” 

and choose a colour (white or 

neutral grey work best for DPIs).



Defining a border.

Option 1 – The “stroke” tool.



Defining a border.

Option 2 – Canvas size.

Change the LARGEST value to 

1590 (for a 5 pixel border) and 

make sure the units are set to 

“pixels”.



Defining a border.

Option 2 – Canvas size.

Image / Canvas Size...



Defining a border.

Option 2 – Canvas size.

Set width and height to 10 pixels 

(5 on each side), select “relative” 

and choose a colour.

Image / Canvas Size...



Defining a border.

Option 2 – Canvas size.



What is the difference?
Select All / Edit / Stroke

• The stroke tool follows a 

selection.

– In “inside” mode the colour is written 

inside the selection boundary.

– In “outside” mode, the colour is 

written outside the selection 

boundary (but doesn’t work for 

Select/All).

– In “centre” mode, the colour spans 

either side of a selection boundary.

• Colour cannot be written 

outside the canvas.

• Your image is overwritten at 

the boundary.

• Easier to use.

Image / Canvas Size

• The canvas size tool enlarges 

the canvas.

• Colour can be written outside 

the canvas.

• Your image is preserved right 

to the edge.

– Important for tightly-cropped images, 

but not if you have plenty of space.

• More fiddly to use (since you 

have to match the image size 

before you start).

– Defining an action or batch 

process to do both processes 

with one command helps.



Processing Several DPIs At Once

• In Bridge:

– Select “Tools/Photoshop/Image Processor”.

– Select JPEG output.

– Set JPEG image quality to about 10.

– Set image size to 1600 x 1200 (for landscape) or 

1200 x 1600 (for portrait).

– You can also run an action which adds a border 

around the image.



PRINT COMPETITIONS



DPI vs Print Requirements

Digital Projected Images

• Up to 3 images

• Must be sized with longest side 

no larger than 1600 pixels and 

smallest side no larger than 1200 

pixels    (e.g. 1600 x 1200, 

1200 x 1600 , 1200x1200).

• RGB colour mode.

• Must be saved in JPEG format.

• File name identifies title and 

member number.

– For example:

56_My_Image_Title.jpg

• Submitted on a memory stick, CD 

or emailed to the competition 

secretary.

Print Competitions

• Up to 3 prints

• Must be accompanied by digital 

versions (see left).

• Mounted on mount board

– Minimum size: 40cm x 30cm

– Maximum size: 50 cm x 40cm

• Write member number and title 

ONLY on the back.

– Some judges want the member 

number covered up – write small.

• Mounted prints must not damage 

other member’s work.

– No sellotape or masking tape.

– Make sure there is no excess glue 

around the edge of the print.



Printing Recommendations
• Before printing, crop and size your image using the “crop” 

tool.

– For an A4 print select 29.7cm x 21cm and 300dpi.

– To give your images a crisp edge, add a thin black border using the 

“stroke” tool.

• Use good quality paper.

• Make a test print to check for brightness, contrast or colour 

problems.

– Correct the problems by making a “curves” or “colour balance” 

adjustment.

– NOTE: Professionals would calibrate their paper/printer combination, 

but trial and error also works. If you always need the same 

corrections, save them as an “action”.



40cm

30cm

Print

10 x 8



40cm

30cm

Print

A4
29.7 cm

21 cm



50cm

40cm

Print

A4



50cm

40cm

Print

A410 x 15



50cm

40cm

Print

A4A3
42 cm

29.7 cm



Image Resolution

Prints

Number of 

Megapixels

Image 

Dimensions

Acceptable Print 

Size (Inches)

2.0 1740 x 1160 4 x 6

3.0 2160 x 1440 5 x 7

4.0 2450 x 1633 8 x 10

6.0 3000 x 2000 9 x 12

8.0 3504 x 2336 9 x 12

10.0 3872 x 2592 10 x 15

12.0 4256 x 2832 11 x 17

14.0 4608 x 3072 12 x 18

16.0 4928 x 3264 16 x 20

18.0 5184 x 3456 16 x 20

24.0 6016 x 4000 20 x 24

Digital Images

Name Image Dimensions

XGA 1024 x 768

HD 720p 1280 x 720

SXGA 1280 x 800

DPI standard 1600 x 1200

UXGA 1600 x 1200

HD 1080p 1920 x 1080

WUXGA 1920 x 1200

A4

A3

A2

**

*

* = Competition standard 4:3

** = Club projector



Mounting Examples



How to Mount a Print - 1

• Obtain some thin mount 

board.

– Black, white, grey and ivory 

are good colours.

• Lay your print on different 

coloured mounts and 

choose the best colour.

• Either:

– coat the back of your print 

with “Photo Mount” spray 

glue (red arrow); or

– attach double-sided mounting 

tape (green arrow) to the 

back of the print. Use stiff printer 

paper or the tape will show through.



How to Mount a Print - 2

• Mark roughly where you 

want the print to go on the 

mountboard.

• Attach your print to the 

mountboard.

• Measure the borders 

around your print and mark 

where to cut.

– Leave a slightly larger border 

at the bottom.

• Cut with a sharp knife and 

cutting board, or with a 

mount cutter.





Competition Hints

• Look closely at your images.

– Ask someone else to look at your images.

• Crop out unwanted distractions.

• Make at least basic brightness/contrast corrections.

• Try and enter the full 3 images per competition.

– Your marks are added up.

– But if you don’t have 3 images please still enter.

• Don’t leave it until the last minute.

• Enter lots of competitions and listen to all feedback.

– Become a better photographer.

• Have fun ☺ !


